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It was thirty years of conflict over power and beliefs 
that brought Europe to its knees. 
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More than four centuries have passed since the virtual border was not only present in the minds of believ-
war of all wars took place on the fertile land- ers, it also divided the terri to ry of Europe, disrupting pow-
scapcs of modern Europe. The Thirty Years' erful political interests and blocking the claims of individual 

War (1618-1648), which has entered the history books states. Regarding religious matters, each of the imperial 
as a "deadly continental struggle," was complex and ter- states within the Holy Roman Empire, such as Germany, 
rible, devastating most of the territories of seventeenth- France, Spain, and Holland- could have practiced the re-
century Europe. In the course of this war, millions of ligion of their choice, in accordance with the agreement 
people died of fanline and disease- among them almost which had been concluded in Augsburg. But why did the 
a quarter of all Germans-while numerous towns and vil- peaceful agreement of Augsburg begin to unravel? One 
!ages were ruined and laid to waste. These are all images plausible explanation is the change in generations, with the 
that are commonly connected with the T hirty Years' War, young thinking only of their own interests, thereby hard-
making it into one of the greatest disasters in all of Eu- ening hearts on both the Protestant and Catholic sides. But 
ropean history. Yet at the same time, the Thirty Years' even then, war was not an inevitability. 
War is also known as a struggle between major European Prague on the 22nd of May 1618, on the eve of the 
powers and beliefs. Over a period of three decades, the Thirty Years' War. The Bohemian capital became a flash-
entire continent of Europe was riven bet\:veen Catholics point in the conflict bet\:veen the confessions. The major-
and Protestants, empires and kingdoms. In other words, ity Protestant population was ru.led by a devout Catholic, 
it was a horrifying religious conflict that changed not only Ferdinand II of Habsburg, Emperor of the Holy Roman 
the map of Europe, but also that of the entire world. Empire and King of Bohemia, Hungary, and Croatia. But 

At the time the war broke out in 1618, there had been what kind of regent was he? Apparently, he was a popu-
no indications th.at there would be a war on the territory of lar sovereign among Catholics to whom he was generous 
the Holy Roman Empire, a.side from local conflicts witllin and fair, while Protestants regarded him as a despot as they 
the Habsburg dynasty revolving around issues of royal sue- were firmly under his control. Before ascending the em-
cession. But looking almost half a century furtl1er back, peror's throne, Ferdinru:d had forced a.U his servants and 
to the years following the Religious Peace of Augsburg in everyone around him who practiced the Protestant faitl1 to 
1555, Europe had been separated into a predominantly convert to Catholicism. Meanwhile, from his residence in 
Protestant north and a preponderantly Catholic south. The Vienna, he issued instructio ns to his governors in Prague 
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